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Abstract

Visual attention is an important problem in
computer vision that has received little direct attention in computer vision research.
We are pursuing a long-range program of
research into the visual attention problem.
This paper describes our rst thrust in this
program, the sequential aspect of attentive
vision systems. We assume a spatially variant sensor with a fovea and periphery, and
study foveal sequencing, or the problem of
where next to concentrate high-resolution vision. We present a new explicit representation of attentional sequencing, called an augmented hidden Markov model (AHMM). An
AHMM can model a sequence of where to
place the fovea, or a sequence of what objects
to look at. A dual-AHMM, combining a what
and a where model with symmetric feedback,
is also presented. Our model allows behavior
to be learned and to be responsive to individual scene variations.
1

Overview

A system using real-world visual input for decision making must ignore the irrelevant, attend to the
salient, and place reliable priorities on tasks and resources. Complexity analysis of the problem of matching visual images to models reveals that pure parallelism is not enough to overcome the visual computational burden, but that structure, in the form of
a hierarchy of spatial resolutions and of abstractions,
can render this visual task tractable [Tsotsos, 1987].
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One way human systems overcome the visual computational burden is by the mechanism of attention,
a topic extensively studied in the areas of psychology
and neuroscience. We are pursuing a long-range program of research into the selective attention problem
in computer vision.
We are currently exploring the thesis that attention
provides mechanisms that control the allocation of visual processing preferentially within a scene, leaving
open just which resources are being managed. Here we
investigate the allocation of a spatially variant sensor
such as one with a peripheral visual eld of low resolution but wide angle, and a high-resolution fovea
centered in the visual eld. We present a novel approach to learning, representing, and generating explicit attentional sequences that direct such a sensor
to view speci c areas of a scene. The capability we
describe is like a visual-motor skill | it emphasizes
the eÆcient acquisition and use of relevant behavior
for a repetitively-occurring situation, with the capability of adapting both to individual variations between
problem instances and to slow variations in the expected situation. In a usual data-driven foveation (or
region of interest) system, a sequence of eye movements emerges from a program reacting to the image
data (often using low-level saliency, or \interest", operators). Our explicit model for such sequences can,
for example, be trained on emergent sequences generated by other algorithms and be made to generate
these sequences explicitly, whether they are continuous attentional paths or discontinuous, saccadic xations. In other words the sequential attentional behavior can become automatic, or \compiled" into a
lower-level, pre-attentive visual skill.
Our model is based on the hidden Markov model
(HMM), which is roughly a generalization of a teachable, probabilistic nite state automaton. The HMM
camera control model operates in a mode oblivious to
the visual data. We introduce a modi ed model, called

an augmented HMM (AHMM), for the more typical
case in which the movements should be responsive to
(i.e. be modi ed by) visual cues.
Three models are described below. The rst uses
external feedback to a ect the AHMM outputs (only).
The second uses internal feedback to modify the internal parameters (probabilities) of the AHMM, thus affecting the generation likelihoods directly. These models can be applied for the purpose of generating a sequence of where to point the camera. The model can
also be applied to generate a sequence of what to look
at. The nal model combines both a what and a where
part, and a symmetrical scheme in which the two parts
dynamically feed back to and support each other.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses why attention, spatially-variant sensors, and
attentional sequencing are important topics in computer vision. Section 3 describes in detail the AHMM
models we have developed, and presents experiments
applying the models. Conclusions and plans for future
work are given in Section 4.
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Motivation

Recently the advent of sophisticated controllable
visual hardware has emphasized sensor control, or
the \active vision" paradigm (e.g. [Bajcsy, 1988,
Ballard, 1989, Brown, 1988, Burt, 1988]). Besides
advocating the idea that vision and action modules
should be designed to cooperate and support each
other, active vision promotes a general re-examination
of certain aspects of the human visual system [Ballard,
1989] for ideas on how to build computer vision systems. This section discusses two topics in this vein,
anthropomorphic visual sensors and visual attention.
Then the ideas of attentional sequencing and visual
skills are presented.

2.1 Foveal and peripheral sensors

The fovea-periphery distinction is quite dramatic
in the human visual system, but usually humans are
not consciously aware of it. All of our high-resolution
vision is performed by a fovea whose eld is only 0:5
degrees of visual arc (about the extent of a quarter
coin held at arms' length). The remaining large peripheral eld only provides low-resolution vision.
A fovea, accompanied with attentional algorithms
and control machinery for directing it, becomes a viable engineering solution when imaging, transmission,
and computing bandwidth are limited. Several visual
computations may also become easier in the context of
a foveal sensory system. For example, various uses of
stereo disparity become easier when coupled to camera
vergence [Coombs, 1989], as do kinetic depth compu-

tations when coupled with xation [Ballard and Ozcandarli, 1988].
A spatially variant sensory device can be created
in several ways. Anthropomorphic VLSI sensors are
being constructed (e.g. [Tistarelli and Sandini, 1990]).
Software and hardware resolution pyramids are a classic technique (e.g. [Burt, 1988]). Another choice is
simply to use two cameras with two di erent focal
lengths. Finally, a simple electronic window could be
used.

2.2 Attention

The topic of visual attention has been identi ed
and extensively studied by researchers in psychology
and the neurosciences ([Poggio and Hurlbert, 1985,
Posner and Presti, 1987, Humphreys and Bruce,
1989]). Attention is usually identi ed with the limited availability of resources. In the spotlight model
of attention a xed size \spotlight" can be shifted
around to enhance visual processing in the area it
covers. Covert attention is shifted within the visual eld, but is not associated with eye movements,
whereas shifts in overt attention are directly linked
with eye movements. \Popout" phenomena, studied by Treisman (e.g. [Treisman and Gelade, 1980,
Treisman, 1985]) and others, examine the relation between preattentive immediate vision and serial attentive vision.
Ullman's \Visual Routines" paper [Ullman, 1984]
explores how ideas from the psychological and neuroscience research on visual attention can be applied to
computer vision, and it enunciates several interesting
ideas that have inspired our work. Ullman proposes
ve primitive visual routines: attention shift (i.e. controlling and moving the location of attention), indexing (i.e. selecting speci c locations for further processing), bounded activation, boundary tracing, and
marking. Attention shift and indexing are the primitive routines that mainly concern us.

2.3 Attention as sequential behavior:
Foveal or attentional sequencing

The psychological literature contains much work on
eye movements, the most direct evidence for visual attention (though usually for two-dimensional stimulii).
Yarbus' book [Yarbus, 1967] documents graphic traces
of eye movements as humans examine scenes for relatively long times (three minutes). Some intriguing
observations are: Subjects always foveate only select
areas in the scene, those containing \relevant objects".
For a single task, a given subject repeatedly uses a
foveation sequence with only minor variations. For
di erent tasks, the general sequence that all subjects
use is highly dependent on the task.

Yarbus's work led to the idea that an object is
represented for visual recognition as a scanpath { a
time-ordered sequence of features perceived at each
xation, along with motor commands that link the
xations [Noton and Stark, 1971]. Subsequent work
[Stark and Ellis, 1981] presented a simple probabilistic model for xation sequences. Didday and Arbib
[Didday and Arbib, 1975] describe how similar behavior can emerge from parallel operations on foveal and
peripheral image data. A modern piece of work with
a fovea-periphery distinction, controllers to determine
the location of the next xation, and experiments is
that of [Bolle et al., 1990]. Three controllers are reported: A simple scanning process to move the fovea
in a task- and data-independent way; one whose candidate is the largest so-far unexplained region; and one
that tries to resolve con icts between the interpretation so far and the model database. Similar objectives were accomplished with resolution pyramid hardware [Burt, 1988], where foveation was implemented
as coarse to ne search through the pyramid.
Control of a fovea and blending its output over xations is an increasingly common topic [Abbott and
Ahuja, 1989, Browse and Rodrigues, 1988, Yeshurun
and Schwartz, 1989]. The control algorithms are typically just to examine next the area of highest interest
(using some bottom-up measure), using memory or
a salience-reduction method to avoid re-examining an
area, and perhaps an exploratory urge. Clark and Ferrier [Clark and Ferrier, 1988] report experiments using
a similar scheme for controlling a binocular robot.

2.4 Visual skills

Two aspects of the previous work stand out. First,
previous systems have generally produced sequences
of fovea movements. Given limited resources, sequential allocation is obviously a reasonable strategy. Secondly, almost all previous work has studied emergent
sequences. Sequence steps are produced as the output
of processes operating on the image data. They are
not represented, remembered, or available in advance.
The alternative is explicit sequences: Sequence representations are maintained at some level, and can be
modi ed, retrieved, and generally appear in computations. Explicit representations of foveation sequences
are rarely proposed, and seldom implemented. The
main exception is the experiments of [Stark and Ellis,
1981], and perhaps the idea of motor programs (e.g.
[Wright, 1990]). Indeed, foveation sequences are not a
convincing way to represent objects for recognition.
However, explicit sequences may well be a good way
to represent a strategy for certain types of skilled observation of a structured environment. Emergent se-

quences, computed a step at a time, are analogous to
motor behavior, mediated primarily by general perception and by more or less cognitive involvement.
Emergent foveation sequences must be rederived each
time, but should be the same for the same situations.
Remembering such a sequence eÆciently captures the
e ects of the cognition applied to the task domain. A
remembered sequence can be regenerated while also
being ne-tuned using current visual feedback data.
Thus, a remembered (explicit) sequence is analogous
to skilled motor behavior.
For example, when entering into your new oÆce for
the very rst time, you look around in an undirected
way. You tend to look at \interesting" objects, but
also at areas and objects that in retrospect are not of
any signi cance or never change. Over time, you develop a pattern of where you look upon entering your
oÆce. Perhaps you rst look towards the terminal in
the near corner, expecting to see an oÆce mate there,
and then across to your desk in another corner, scanning another oÆce mate's desk along the way. (The
emergent behavior developed a pattern that has now
been learned as an explicit behavior, or habit.) While
executing the habitual eye movement behavior you often modify it according to visual cues along the way.
For example, you can tell that no one is at the terminal using your peripheral vision, and if not, your eyes
begin moving towards your desk sooner. If there is
some interesting new object on the oÆce mate's desk
or your own, your eyes are attracted to it before continuing along their typical path. (The habitual behavior is modi ed by cues in visual feedback.)
Other examples abound, for example, in industrial
visual inspection or driving skills.
In summary, the skill or habit analogy is appealing.
A method to model a visual skill, so it could be learned
and executed with visual feedback, would be useful.
Since knowledge is \compiled" into a visual skill, simpler vision processing would be suÆcient, thus reducing computational demands. The model could also
specialize itself and adapt to its environment, compensating for single-instance and slowly trending variations in the world.
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An

augmented

hidden

Markov model for explicit sequences
with visual feedback

This section presents an explicit representation |
an augmented version of a hidden Markov model |
for attentional sequences modi ed by visual feedback.

Figure 1: Example of a simple HMM.

3.1 Hidden Markov models

We need the ability to learn, represent, generate
and even classify sequences of (2-D or 3-D) spatial
locations for foveations or attention. The hidden
Markov model (HMM) has been widely used to classify signals in speech recognition systems, but in fact
it has all the abilities we desire. Although it is a
very general model for sequences it has not been used
much in other elds, such as computer vision. The key
points about HMMs are summarized here. For details
see the excellent tutorial by Rabiner [Rabiner, 1989,
Rabiner and Juang, 1986]. Methods to incorporate
feedback into an HMM, the nal ability we need, are
presented in following sections.
An HMM is somewhat like a probabilistic nite
state machine. It is formally de ned as  = (A; ; B )
with states Q = fq1 ; :::; qN g and symbols V =
fv1 ; :::; vM g. The probability of transitioning at time
step t from state qi to state qj is given by A = faij g
where aij = P (qj at t + 1 j qi at t). The initial state is
determined by  = fi g where i = P (qi at t = 1). If
the HMM is in state qj it produces symbol vk according to the probability B = fbj (k )g where bj (k ) = P (vk
at t j qj at t). Note that the symbol sequence is observable, but that the state sequence is \hidden" (not
observable).
Figure 1 shows an example HMM. The state sequence it models will tend to contain a short subsequence of q1 states, a larger subsequence of q2 states,
and q3 states until the end of the sequence. Assuming
that symbols v1 and v2 were associated with \left" and
\up"-ward (incremental) eye movements, and that the
HMM remained in state q1 for several steps, then it
would tend to move the eyes to the upper left during
that time.
The graph structure of an HMM may be arbitrary.
Graphs with a left-to-right ow, such as in Figures 1, 5
and 6, are often appropriate for non-cyclic sequences.
In practice the particular graph structure is crucial

to performance and its selection requires experimentation.
HMMs have three associated capabilities, at least
one of which is used in any application. They can
classify sequences, they can be learned from examples, and they can generate sequences. Each of these
capabilities is well known: detailed algorithms for implementing them may be found in [Rabiner, 1989,
Rabiner and Juang, 1986] and will not be repeated
here.
A single HMM i is associated with each possible
class !i . An observed sequence O is classi ed as the
most likely class, according to P (O j i ). The parameters i for each HMM are estimated separately
using a \training set" of examples and an algorithm
to maximize P (O j i ) over the set.
Sequences are generated using random numbers
chosen from the appropriate probability distributions
in i . The length of a sequence is determined by a
bound on P (O j i ) or by using a xed length. The
random method, when visual feedback is added, gives
robustness to local and long-term variations in the
world.

3.2 Using HMMs for oblivious eye movements

To apply HMMs to attentional sequences, the symbols must be related to spatial locations or movements.
Following are a few choices.
 Incremental-position movement. The symbols are
vi 2 [0; 7], the eight chain code (\compass point")
directions. The eye rotates a xed increment so
that the image shifts by an increment in the given
direction. Here, the attentional sequence is a relatively smooth path, of the sort arising in contour
following, doing vision through a reduction tube,
or in some other situations [Ullman, 1984].





Large-position movement. The symbols are vi =
(; R) where  and R are quantized direction and
distance. Each movement is relative to the current eye location. Alternatively, the symbols can
be vi = (x; y ) where each movement is in a xed
coordinate system. Here, an eye movement sequence is similar to a series of saccades.

Object sequencing. The symbols are feature vectors describing objects. If image analysis produces such feature vectors throughout the image,
the sequence de nes a series of locations (possibly
ambiguous, see Section 3.5) in the image.
In all cases a training set of example sequences can
be created from the emergent movement decisions output by some other algorithm, or a human using a

pointer on several example images. Alternatively, if
technical considerations permit, recordings of human
eye xations generated during the task can be used.

3.3 Augmented hidden Markov models: external feedback modi cation of
oblivious eye movements

This section presents a trivially augmented AHMM,
which will serve as an example to explain feedback
modi ed eye movements and saliency-based feedback
cues. The following sections present more sophisticated AHMMs.
The external feedback AHMM. Let the oblivious sequence of symbols normally generated by an
HMM be O = O1 ; :::; OT , and let the feedback sequence be S = S1 ; :::; ST . Si is a symbol representing
the feedback cue at index i in the sequence. We assume that feedback symbols and output symbols are
both of the same type. The AHMM simply outputs
the feedback modi ed path, M = M1 ; :::; MT , according to the following equation.

M =
i



S
O

i
i

with probability
otherwise

(1)

is a parameter from 0.0 to 1.0 that regulates the
amount of in uence from the feedback sequence. With
= 0:0 the feedback data is completely ignored. With
= 1:0 the HMM is ignored and the feedback sequence is tracked exactly.
Computation of visual cues. In our experiments
we have used feedback cues based on local maxima of
a saliency image. Si is simply the direction (actually a chain code symbol) towards the local maximum
of the saliency data. Generally, of course, any other
kind of feedback cue can be used. A saliency image
is computed as a weighted sum of several feature images, which are themselves computed from the original
intensity image.
A Gaussian neighborhood function can be used to
compute the local maximum. However, this would
cause problems when generating incremental-position
(\smooth path") eye movements, since there would be
a tendency for the path to turn around towards a maximum behind it and not depart from a maximum it had
reached. We handle the problem by using a neighborhood function that emphasizes saliency points in the
direction of the path, and saliency points away from
the current location.
The above method is applied separately to the
foveal and peripheral images to compute a peripheral
feedback cue Si(p) and a foveal cue Si(f ) .

Modifying incremental- position movement.

Recall that in an incremental-position movement ap-

plication each Oi is a chain code symbol. Before the
eye moves, this sequence de nes a path through the
peripheral image. First, a periphery modi ed path,
with elements Mi(p) , is generated according to

M( ) =
p



S(
O

p)

i

i

i

with probability
otherwise.

(2)

Then, foveal modi cation is performed according to

M

(

(f )
i

=

S ( ) with probability
M ( ) otherwise
f

i

p

(3)

i

resulting in the nal sequence M (f ) = M1(f ) ; :::; MT(f ) .
Note that the eyes must actually be moved to make
the appropriate foveal data available to compute Si(f ) .
Modifying large- position movement. Largeposition movement might, for example, use symbols of
the form Oi = (x; y ), which denote absolute positions
(\targets") in the periphery. Feedback is determined
from the maximum of the peripheral saliency image
in the neighborhood of the target. The maximum
is computed using a Gaussian neighborhood function
centered on the target. Unfortunately equation (1)
does not provide a satisfactory form of modi cation.
The AHMM presented in the next section addresses
this problem. (Modi cations using foveal data before
a large-position movement is performed are not appropriate since the target is usually outside the fovea.
However, once the target is reached, the foveal data
can be used to perform a small adjustment movement.)

3.4 An augmented hidden Markov model
with internal feedback

The internal feedback AHMM has parameters that
vary as a function of time, denoted as t+1 =
(At+1 ; ; B t+1 ). The AHMM operates as follows. Assume that the AHMM is at time step t, that it has
already output a sequence of symbols O1 ; :::; Ot , and
that the current state is qi . The feedback symbol St
is available, where the value of St is vk . St is used
to modify t into t+1 , then the AHMM uses t+1
to generate the next symbol, Ot+1 . Obviously the
choice of the next generated symbol depends partially
on what the few most recent feedback symbols have
been. The t parameters also slowly decay over time
to their original values. So as long as consistent feedback symbols are available, their e ect on the AHMM
parameters will endure, but eventually the parameters
return to their original values. The initial state probabilities  do not vary in time since a feedback symbol
is not available at time t = 0. The equations for computing t+1 are summarized below. See [Rimey and

Brown, 1990] for their derivation and a more complete
explanation.
A weighting factor. The equations for modifying
the AHMM parameters use three key values: i, k , and
wjt . The value i is determined from the state qi of
the AHMM at the current time step, t. The value k
is determined from the value of the current feedback
symbol, St = vk . The values for i and k are known
and will be assumed in all the equations below.
The nal key value is wjt , a probabilistic weight
computed from i and k : wjt is the probability of being
in state qj at time t +1, given the information that the
AHMM is in state qi at time t and will output symbol
vk at time t + 1. The equation for computing wjt is

t t
w = PNij jt( )t (
l=1 il l
a

t
j

b

1  j  N:

k

a

b

k)

(4)

The current feedback symbol (St ) is assumed to be a
prediction of the next output symbol (Ot+1 ), so wjt
provides an indication of how consistent the immediately possible state transitions are with the current
feedback, and it can be used to bias the state transition probabilities.
Modi cation of atij . New values for the transition probabilities, denoted by a~tij+1 for the time being, that are most consistent with the feedback are
a~tij+1 = wjt . Generally it seems desirable to modify atij
slowly rather than completely replace it. Therefore
only a fraction, rf wjt , is mixed with the current value.
The new equation is

a~ +1 = r w + (1 r )a
t
ij

f

t
j

f

t
ij

1jN

(5)

where rf (0  rf  1) is a modi cation gain. Larger
gain values emphasize the feedback modi ed transition probability over the original probability.
Modi cation of btj (l). The emission probabilities
in the AHMM must be updated for each state qj that
can be reached in one time step from the current state
qi . The equations for the updated emission probabilities, denoted ~btj+1 (l), and already incorporating a
mixing gain, are as follows.
~btj+1 (l) =

t

PM j ( )t (
e

1  j  N; 1  l  M

l

m=1 j
e

m)

e (l) = s w d (l) + (1 s )b (l)

l=k
d (l) = 10::00 ifotherwise.
t
j

f

t
j

t
j

t
j

f

t
j

(6)
(7)
(8)

The denominator in equation (6) ensures that ~btj+1 (l)
is a valid probability. The modi cation gain is sf
(0  sf  1), where small gain values emphasize the

original emission probability over the feedback modi ed ones. The key term in these equations, the one
contributed by the feedback, is wjt dtj (l).
Time decay. Equations (5) and (6) are the basis
for modi cation at any instant in time. Since these
modi cations should only be maintained as long as
they are justi ed by feedback information, the modications are made to decay in time as follows
1jN

a +1 = r a~ +1 + (1 r )^a
t
ij

d

t
ij

d

ij

b +1 (l) = s ~b +1 (l) + (1 s )^b (l)
1  j  N; 1  l  M
t
j

d

t
j

d

(9)

j

(10)

where a^ij and ^bj (l) are the original values, which do
not change over time. The decay gains are rd and sd
(0  rd ; sd  1). Small decay gains cause the probabilities to decay quickly to their original values. These
equations give the nal values for atij+1 and btj+1 (l).
Multiple feedback signals. The above AHMM
can easily be extended to the case that several di erent
feedback symbols are available from di erent feedback
sources. The feedback symbols at time t are denoted
by a set St . For example, this set could contain either
simultaneous peripheral and foveal feedback symbols,
or multiple peripheral feedback symbols. The updating equations are similar to those above, and can be
found in [Rimey and Brown, 1990].

Modifying incremental- position movement.

The above AHMM can be used in a straight-forward
manner to generate incremental-position movements.
Multiple feedback symbols, for simultaneous peripheral and foveal feedback, are used.
Modifying large- position movement. The
above AHMM can be more easily applied to largeposition movements than could the rst AHMM we
presented. The AHMM operates in two stages during
each time step. First it generates a preliminary output
symbol (target location). Then a Gaussian neighborhood function is centered on the target location. Local
maxima are detected and used as multiple feedback to
modify the AHMM parameters. Lastly, the AHMM
generates the nal version of the output symbol for
the time step. The internal feedback modi cations
in the AHMM result in a form of (application independent) averaging of the feedback symbols and the
\oblivious" output symbol, essentially because the internal probabilities are averaged over time. Multiple
feedback paths can also be used, for example, by using
several of the largest local peripheral-saliency maxima
(rather than just one). Large-position movements using foveal feedback are still not possible because the
fovea does not view the target area.

Figure 2: The \what" version of the AHMM. A Darker
signal path denotes a set rather than a single signal
value.

Adding new states. The above AHMM does not
permit an existing state to add a new non-zero emission probability, or to add a new link, or for the graph
to add a new state. The modi cation equations above
were derived assuming that the feedback sequence reects variations that are generally still consistent with
the underlying modeled sequence. If the underlying
sequence (in the real world) has changed in a fundamental but local way it may be necessary to insert a
new state into the AHMM graph. This situation may
be detected by a small value of
max a^tij ^btj (k )



1

j

N

(11)

in which case a slow semi-permanent modi cation may
be initiated in which a new state is added.

3.5 A mutually supporting what-where
feedback model constructed from two
internal feedback AHMMs

This section describes a hybrid AHMM that elegantly incorporates both \what" and \where" sequence models and uses them to play o and mutually
support each other.
A what-AHMM. The \what" version of the
AHMM, called a what-AHMM and shown in Figure
2, contains two sections. The rst section is an internal feedback AHMM whose output symbols Fi , called
what-symbols, are feature vectors intended to describe
an object or characteristics of objects. Such feature
vectors are assumed to have been computed for each
pixel in the peripheral image. The second section of
the what-AHMM performs a \what-to-where" mapping, meaning that it maps a feature vector into the
set of image coordinates Gt in the current image where
instances of those feature vectors (or similar ones) exist. Actually it maps to the eye movement commands,
called where-symbols, that would cause those locations
in the image to be centered on the fovea.
If each Gt contains exactly one element, the output
sequence will xate the desired objects in the scene.
Each Gt does not generaly contain exactly one element, so some method must be developed to select

Figure 3: The \what-where" version of the AHMM. A
Darker signal path denotes a set rather than a single
signal value.
among the choices. One option is to use a whereAHMM to help pick among the choices. In fact, the
what-AHMM can be made to help the where-AHMM
with its own choices.

A
whatwhere-AHMM. The what-where-AHMM shown in

Figure 3 contains three distinct parts: a what-part
and a where-part which both feed back to each other,
and an output combiner. The what-part is like the
what-AHMM described above. It uses feedback, but
the feedback is a sequence of sets of what-symbols Pt ,
the output of the where-part at time step t.
The where-part contains two sections, similar to
those in the what-part. First it has an internal feedback AHMM, which outputs a sequence of wheresymbols Ot . In this model the where-symbols are intended to be large-position movement symbols. Secondly it has a \where-to-what" mapping which determines for each where-symbol Ot the location in the
current image it corresponds to, and outputs the set of
feature vectors Pt in that local area of the image. The
AHMM in the where-part uses as feedback a sequence
of sets of where-symbols Gt , which is the output of
the what-part.
Finally, the output combiner determines the overall
output of the what-where-AHMM. The overall output
at time step t is Zt , a where-symbol (i.e. an eye movement command), selected as the element of the set Gt
that has the smallest distance to the symbol Ot .
Operation of the what-where-AHMM is as follows.
At each time step, each of the two parts produces a set
of feedback symbols that re ects its own preference for
action. Each then updates its own preferences taking
the other's into account, and then generates its own
nal preference for action at that time step. The set of
nal preferences is reduced to a single output symbol

by the output combiner.

Incorporating high-resolution (foveal) feature vectors. So far, the what-where-AHMM has

used only peripheral image data so its feature vectors (what-symbols) should be considered to be lowresolution feature vectors. After each eye movement, new fovea data is available to compute a highresolution feature vector, essentially a veri cation
of what the low-resolution feature vector suggested
might be at that location. A negative veri cation
might be used to modify further the AHMM, for example, to move to a new location containing one of
the other instances of the same feature vector.

3.6 Experiments

The AHMM eye movement models have been implemented using the Rochester Head and its associated
image processing hardware [Brown, 1988]. Computer
control of the two cameras on the Head permits individual camera pans, a shared tilt, and either smooth
path or saccadic movements. See [Rimey and Brown,
1990] for a complete description of our experiments.
Figure 4 shows a Lab scene typical of those used
in the experiments | a table top with a variety of
objects. All gures here contain both peripheral and
foveal components: The majority of a gure is a low
resolution peripheral image (128x128, zoomed 4x),
while the center contains the high resolution foveal
image (also 128x128). For visual cues in these experiments we used a simple saliency image that was easy
to implement, the equally weighted sum of ve features derived from the Sobel edge operator and the
grayscale variance. The graphics superimposed on all
gures illustrate the points which would be xated if
the cameras were to execute a movement sequence.
Generation of an oblivious or peripheral modi ed sequence does not require camera movement, whereas a
foveal modi ed sequence does require it.

External feedback AHMM, incremental- position movement. Figure 5 shows the graph struc-

ture of the AHMM used. A mouse was used to create a
training set containing 30 sequences. An AHMM was
trained on that set and used to generate the oblivious
path shown in white in Figure 4. Such a path might
correspond to knowing the desired object is normally
kept on the left side of the desk. Peripheral image
data modi ed the oblivious path, resulting in the path
shown in gray. Here the peripheral data keeps the path
from overshooting the stu ed animals. However, later
it does not e ectively pull the path closer to either the
soda cans or the pile of small parts, as would be preferred. Finally, the AHMM was run also using foveal
data modi cation, obtaining the path shown in black.

Figure 4: Incremental-position movement sequence.
Parameters:
= 0:3 and = 0:4. Oblivious path
(white), peripheral (gray) and foveal (black) modi ed
paths.

Figure 5: AHMM graph for incremental-position
movement experiment.
The foveal saliency data attracts the latter half of the
path to the small pile of parts. The two modi ed paths
in these results were produced with the peripheral gain
= 0:3 and the foveal gain = 0:4 (equations (2)(3)). Experiments with larger and smaller values for
and have veri ed that the model can provide more
and less aggressive path modi cation.

External feedback AHMM, large- position
movement. The large-position movement experi-

ments use AHMM symbols that are (coarsely quantized) absolute retina positions, (x; y ). Figure 6 shows
the AHMM graph structure used. An algorithm similar to that in [Clark and Ferrier, 1988] was used to
generate 20 training examples, thus showing how the
AHMM can learn the emergent behavior generated by
some other algorithm. In this case, the other algorithm iteratively xated the point in the image with a
maximum saliency value, zeroed out the local saliency

Figure 6: AHMM graph for large-position movement
experiment.

Figure 8: Incremental-position movement sequence,
small foveal feedback gain. Gains are: rf;(p) = sf;(p) =
0, rf;(f ) = sf;(f ) = 0:2, rd = sd = 0:9.

Figure 7: Large-position movement sequence generated using AHMM which was trained on examples produced by \other" algorithm. Oblivious path (white)
and periphery modi ed path (gray).
around that maximum, and then went to the next
largest maximum, until 5 xations were made. Figure 7 shows an oblivious sequence (white) generated
by the trained AHMM, and the sequence modi ed using peripheral salience (gray). Note how the modi ed
sequence has been drawn to the locally more interesting areas of the image.

Internal feedback AHMM, incremental- position movement. The internal feedback AHMM

has been investigated with experiments parallel to
the incremental-position experiments for the external
feedback AHMM.1 The same AHMM graph structure
(Figure 5) was used. The same trained AHMM parameters were also used, except that any zero valued
probabilities were changed to have very small non-zero
values. These AHMM parameters served as the initial
( xed in time) version of the model. The saliency im1

These experiments are still in progress.

age used in these experiments was simply the Sobel
edge magnitude image.
Figures 8-10 show the result of introducing varying amounts of foveal feedback into the model.2 In
these experiments the gain value of rf;(f ) was set equal
to sf;(f ) and varied over the values 0:2, 0:5 and 0:8.
The 0:2 value results in a path almost identical to the
original, while the 0:5 value results in a path that begins to be drawn more towards the nearby objects in
the scene (the soda cans) { a reasonable behavior, although perhaps not the best one. A value of 0:8 results
in even stronger modi cations, producing a path that
is immediately drawn to the detergent boxes, however
the e ect of the AHMM's trained behavior eventually
gains control and the path resumes its course to the
lower left towards the stu ed animals.
4

Conclusions

Summary. We are pursuing a long-range research
program with the goal of isolating, clearly de ning,
and studying selective attention as a problem area in
its own right. In this paper we assume a spatially vari2

These sequences are di erent than Figure 4 only because a di erent random number sequence and a slightly
di erent scene was used when each set of these experiments
was performed. The same random number sequence was
used for each of the experiments shown in Figures 8-10.

Figure 9: Incremental-position movement sequence,
medium foveal feedback gain. Gains are: rf;(p) =
sf;(p) = 0, rf;(f ) = sf;(f ) = 0:5, rd = sd = 0:9.

Figure 10: Incremental-position movement sequence,
large foveal feedback gain. Gains are: rf;(p) = sf;(p) =
0, rf;(f ) = sf;(f ) = 0:8, rd = sd = 0:9.

ant sensor, such as a fovea and periphery, and study
some aspects of attentional sequences. An augmented
hidden Markov model (AHMM) is presented as a way
to model explicit eye movement sequences while incorporating feedback from visual cues. AHMMs can deal
with sequences of locations (where) or of object characteristics (what) or even both (dual what/where).
A more detailed presentation of the theoretical and
experimental results reported here can be found in
[Rimey and Brown, 1990].
We conclude that AHMMs indeed are a promising way to acquire, represent, generate, and use probabilistic sequences for computer recognition. The
AHMM is not a replacement for high- or low- level
approaches to computing where or what to look at
next. It provides a mechanism like a visual skill, for
remembering how to allocate the visual sensor, but it
is only one of several mechanisms (each with limited
uses) that an attentive vision system might contain.
HMMs in computer vision. The HMM is a
fairly general yet quite simple model and as such deserves consideration and investigation in areas other
than speech understanding. To help illustrate the
HMM's usefulness this section brie y mentions a few
other problems to which it can be applied.
Classi cation of certain time-varying patterns is another application, e.g. recognizing non-rigid objects
through their motion or temporal-texture characteristics. Another capability is object classi cation from
view sequences. Here a view is characterized by a
feature vector, the viewpoint can be rotated around
the object, and the HMM can essentially (and compactly) learn the topology of features over a subset
of the sphere of viewpoints (i.e. the object's featureaspect graph). Finally, the HMM can be viewed as
a trainable nite state machine, which may be a useful characterization for those AI researchers who are
hand-crafting nite state machine variants.
Directions for future work. Our work on the
AHMM has helped us to concentrate on the concept of
attentional sequences. Our intention is to pursue similar e orts to learn more about other concepts important to an attentive computer vision system. Some related concepts we are considering are: visual masking,
perceptual grouping, gure-ground separation, and
the role of structure in vision. We are also interested
in studying: Bayesian, decision theoretic frameworks,
incremental and deictic representations, and real-time
scheduling of tasks that can only compute partial results. Our current plan is (1) to continue developing
and experimenting with the what-where-AHMM, and
(2) to start a new thrust, studying attention as allo-

cation and scheduling.
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